
 

 

 

From our Founder—Vernitta Rose Love 

Bald Nation Rocks Against Cancer (BNRAC) was inspired by a wonderful friend that was diagnosed with cancer.  The organization was conceptionalized by its founder in 2019.  

The members of this organization are humbled and  vow to carryout God’s Will and purpose to ensure that every woman receives what is intended from its mission.  It is our vow 

that this mission is never about ourselves, but about the women that cross our path and are served  from its purpose.   To God Be the Glory.  

“BEACON OF THE MONTH” 

Ms. Nanette Jordan 

In honor of “Caregivers” Month  

We pay tribute to a 

Mother, Sister,   

Grandma and 

Friend.   

A person that     

displays kindness 

and renders a circle 

of support to others 

where needed.    

She is soft-spoken, supportive, insight-

ful, and thoughtful in her demeanor.     

As a CNA, she is deserving of this     

tribute, because of her unwavering acts 

of love and the personal touch that she 

gives to the loved ones of so many   

families.  She is humble and grateful to 

God as a Breast Cancer Survivor who 

thrives in life as a fun-loving, loyal,    

determined and hardworking person 

which exemplifies through her giving 

spirit.  Ms. Nanette we pray God will  

continue to always bless you. 
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Note to my Sister Friend, 

This year of 2020 has been a 
tough one, but we got through 
it together.  We shared laughs, 
memories, and inside jokes. We 
were always honest and stood 
by each other.  We lost loved 
ones from COVID or through 
some other means of death 
while knowing God makes no 
mistakes.  Thank God, we 
survived while still healing our 
loss and facing even more  
challenges together.  We wipe 
our tears, pick each other up 
always remaining resilient.  
Always standing by, no matter 
what.  Thanking God for every 
day as we declare His Will  for 
our lives in faith together. Amen 

 

In This Issue: 

•  Words of Inspiration 

•  Prayer for my Sister Friend 

•  BNRAC “Beacon of Light” - Honoree 

•  From our Founder: Vernitta Rose Love 
Words of Inspiration  

“Instead of letting your hardships and failures 

discourage or exhaust you, let them inspire you.”  

Michelle Obama 
 

~ PATH2HEALTH ~ 

“Comfort Tea” Talk Session 

2nd Tuesday at 12pm—1pm 

4thTuesday at 7pm—8pm 

          Visit our website for more info: BNRAC.Org 

BNRAC Wednesday 7am   

Morning Prayer Call          

425-436-6319   Code: 301717# 

2021 Events 

Blues & Jazz BBQ Fundraiser 

BNRAC Mother & Son Virtual Dance 


